
Securade.ai HUB: Revolutionising Occupational
Safety and Health with Generative AI-Based Video
Analytics
In an era marked by technological advancements, workplace safety remains a paramount
concern. Securade.ai, a pioneering leader in the field of generative AI-based video analytics,
has emerged as a beacon of innovation with its revolutionary product, Securade.ai HUB.
Securade.ai has built a video analytics platform focussed on improving worker safety and
productivity in high-risk industries like construction, manufacturing, and logistics.

Innovating for Safer Workspaces
Securade.ai HUB introduces a paradigm shift in the realm of occupational safety and health.
Leveraging the power of generative AI, the platform transforms conventional CCTV cameras
into intelligent safety sentinels. The hallmark of this innovation lies in its ability to seamlessly
connect with existing camera infrastructure and imbue it with advanced computer vision
capabilities.

The traditional approach to AI model development entails a laborious process of data
collection, labelling, model training, and deployment. This not only consumes valuable time
but also demands significant resources. Securade.ai disrupts this pattern with its generative
AI-based video analytics, streamlining the workflow to ensure efficiency and accuracy.

A Revolutionary Workflow
The heart of Securade.ai's innovation lies in its workflow, which redefines how AI models are
created, trained, and deployed:

1. Data Collection Simplified: Instead of sourcing images from various sites, Securade.ai
HUB directly connects to camera feeds and extracts unique frames.

2. Visual Prompting: Natural language text is employed to prompt the system in identifying
objects of interest, obviating the need for exhaustive manual labelling.

3. Efficient Annotation: The platform utilises zero-shot object detection to automatically
label and annotate extracted frames, significantly reducing annotation time.

4. Swift Model Training: With augmented training sets, a new AI model is trained in-situ
using the edge device, cutting down on deployment time.
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Solving Key Challenges
Securade.ai HUB has been ingeniously designed to address several pivotal challenges in
the realm of occupational safety:

1. Rapid Deployment: Traditional AI model development could span weeks, while
Securade.ai HUB slashes the timeline to a mere 30-90 minutes, thereby ensuring immediate
usability.

2. Resource Optimization: The platform eliminates the need for dedicated AI researchers
or software developers, democratising AI adoption across industries.

3. Customization: Securade.ai's modular and customizable architecture allows for
tailor-made solutions, ensuring flexibility to accommodate diverse safety requirements.

Elevating Occupational Safety and Health
The impact of Securade.ai HUB on occupational safety and health is nothing short of
transformative. By creating a dynamic ecosystem wherein cameras become intelligent safety
observers, the platform introduces a multi-tiered approach to enhancing workplace safety:

- Empowering Workers: The integration of audio-visual alerts notifies workers of impending
dangers, creating a proactive safety culture.

- Enabling Safety Supervisors: The user-friendly web-based interface simplifies setup,
while configurable safety policies and real-time notifications empower supervisors to ensure
adherence to safety protocols.

- Elevating EHS/Safety Heads: The platform's comprehensive reporting and dashboard
functionalities provide invaluable insights for trend analysis and proactive safety measures.
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Driving Results: Real-world Impact
Securade.ai's remarkable impact is substantiated by real-world success stories. Several
industries, including construction, manufacturing, and logistics, have embraced the platform,
reporting astounding results. On average, customers experience a 500% ROI within the first
year of deployment, alongside an impressive 80% reduction in safety violations within the
initial quarter.

Securade.ai HUB transcends conventional solutions by offering over 20+ out-of-the-box use
cases across categories such as people, machinery, vehicles, behaviours, and hazards.
Moreover, the platform's adaptability allows customers to integrate open-source models or
fine-tune proprietary models using generative AI. The days-long training and deployment
timeline is dramatically shortened, ensuring swift responsiveness to evolving safety needs.

In a rapidly evolving world, Securade.ai stands as a testament to the power of innovation in
shaping occupational safety and health. By converging cutting-edge AI technologies with a
keen understanding of industry demands, Securade.ai HUB heralds a new era of workplace
safety, one where cameras evolve into intelligent sentinels, safeguarding workers and
productivity alike. As we move forward, the potential for safer workspaces through
generative AI-based video analytics is boundless, and Securade.ai is at the forefront of this
transformative journey.

Securade.ai - Safety, powered by AI
Website - https://securade.ai
Email - hello@securade.ai
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